
July 4th Fireworks Extravaganza! 

We’re adding some pizzazz to an Equinunk and Blue Ridge staple as we close 
Red, White, and Blue day with an impressive Fireworks Display down at Union 
Lake. A special evening of music and lights to celebrate our Independence! 


Michael Dubois & Solo Circus 

The Solo Circus is a fast pace, audience interactive and technical skills 

variety show featuring an all-original presentation of Magic, Juggling, Circus 
& Sideshow Stunts all wrapped in a blanket of Comedy. We’re excited to 

have Michael back with us at CECBR! 


Hypnotist Brad Henderson 

A CECBR favorite, Brad Henderson returns for another spellbinding 

performance with his amazing demonstrations of ESP, and with his hilarious 
use of hypnosis on our counselors. With his magnetic personality and sharp 
sense of wit, you won’t know where the time went. He’ll boggle your brain 

making you wonder, “How on earth does he do that?” 


Square Dancing With Sue & Lou 

Back by popular demand – it’s Sue & Lou Flago! Each year they bring an 

event that brings back great memories from the previous year and 
anticipation for the coming summer. Sue and Lou teach the dance moves and 

make the “calls” for our campers and staff! Yee-Haw! 


Carnival 

Exciting games, inflatables, and carnival treats are spread across CE’s Front 
Campus on this festive day. With hot dogs, cotton candy, popcorn, and snow 
cones in hand, campers walk from booth to booth playing games. Don’t forget 

to dunk your favorite counselor into the dunk tank.


Disco and Cabaret 

A long-standing tradition at CECBR, campers truly look forward to these 

great nights of music and dance. Don’t forget to bring your dancing shoes!!!

2018 SPECIAL EVENTS @ CECBR
Red, White, Blue Day


 CE and CBR separately commemorate our country’s independence celebration with a 
day of friendly competition among the teams representing our colors. We’ll finish 

the day with an all American cook-out BBQ and an evening of fireworks at the lake. 


Olympics 

Olympics – Equinunk and Blue Ridge come together for the famous EBR Olympics! 

The camp is broken into coed teams as they travel across the CE and CBR campuses 
participating in various challenges to earn points! Not only is this a terrific special 

event but a great time for siblings, cousins, and friends to be together! 


Marty Gelobter Games (CE) 

This day is set aside to honor the man who put so much love, energy, and effort into 

making Camp Equinunk what it is today. Marty always wanted the men of CE to 
compete as hard as they could, but never forget that sportsmanship and friendship 

are top priorities. 


Sports Day (CBR) 

On this day, CBR is split into colleges and university teams for activities played with 

mixed ages. If you’re in Lower Camp, you’ll play games such as BBK and water 
balloon volleyball. In Upper Camp, it’s trashball and water polo. Score as many points 
as you can – your team holds onto each point they score, giving every single camper 

a chance to contribute. 


Blue Ridge Sing 

The spotlight will shine on each age group as they perform on Sing Night. The heart 
and soul of our camp is in singing. There’s not a Blue Ridge camper or counselor that 
doesn’t look forward to this special tradition each year. At Sing, new songs become 
a part of our history, and old songs continue to be passed down from generation to 
generation. This exciting evening truly is one of our most anticipated events, and we 

know this summer, it will be as special as ever!


Simon Sez, Steve Max!

Everyone’s favorite game is back and better than ever with Steve Max the “Simon 

Sez Guy” who is returning for his 15th summer at Equinunk and Blue Ridge.


